NAME__________________________________

NOUNS AND PRONOUNS QUIZ
(25 items @ 4 points = 100%)

DIRECTIONS: POSSESSIVE NOUNS: Write the possessive in the blank space.

1. The (moon)_________________________ surface has no air.
2. My (husband)_______________________ brother is a doctor.
3. The teacher handed back the (student)____________________ papers and told them she was very happy with their work.
4. It was hard to hear the (actor)____________________ voices. I couldn’t understand what they said.
5. My (daughter)________________________ boyfriend gave her a diamond ring for her birthday.
6. The two (city)________________________ mayors reached an agreement to reduce air pollution.
7. The police arrested the (woman)______________________ son.
8. The (men)____________________________ names are John and Robert.
9. The (wife)____________________________ husbands are playing soccer this weekend.
10. John has a computer. His (computer)________________________ instruction book is hard to understand.

DIRECTIONS: CIRCLE THE CORRECT POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVE OR POSSESSIVE PRONOUN, OR REFLEXIVE PRONOUN.

11. May I borrow your / yours pen? My / Mine is out of ink.
12. The cat is licking it / its paws to clean himself / itself.
13. A friend of my / mine sent flowers to my / mine office today.
14. You have your / yours opinion, and we have our / ours.
15. Marta left her/hers car at school last night, and it/its was gone this morning.

16. When my daughter wakes up, she likes to stay in her room and watch cartoons by hers/herself.

17. Before we begin the meeting, let’s all introduce ourselves/themselves.

18. My dream is to own my own company and work for myself/itself.

19. The children played by theirselves/themselves in the backyard.

20. John, you really need to believe in yourselves/yourself.
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